
 

Designing your Own Personal Pilgrimage. 

Step 1: Get a good Liturgical Calendar 

a. The Catholic Liturgical Calendar consists of the cycle of liturgical seasons that determine when feast days and 

other holy days are observed, and which Scripture and Gospel readings are used at Mass. Aside from the 

readings, the liturgical calendar also determines the interior decoration of a Church, the priest's vestment 

colors, the timing of spiritual seasons and practices such as Advent, Lent, and much more. 

b. Catechism of the Catholic Church §1674-75 tells us that a pilgrimage is an expression that extends the liturgical 

life of the church!  We may find that easy to do during Advent and Lent as there are many resources available 

to us from our parishes, but what about between and beyond those special seasons?  Do we practice our faith 

as rigorously or with such devotion? Do we find ourselves in spiritual ruts?  Do we maintain our good practices 

or does real life tend to overwhelm us? 

c. A liturgical calendar may be one that you receive each year from your parish.  You can find one in your monthly 

edition of resources such as Give Us This Day or Magnificat.  Or you can find one online!  Here are a few 

examples – you may want to use one of the online resources or none.  But I do recommend that you at least 

have a calendar that you can write and plan on.  Even if you print out one of the online versions.  There are 

MANY out there – here are two I recommend. 

• Catholic Extension:  Visit the website, search for calendar, and follow the search results.  Although it may 

say ‘buy the calendar’, the first calendar is a PDF file that you can access for free AND print!  Looks just 

like the calendars you may pick up from your parish.  Click HERE. 

• Catholic Culture:  Visit the website and look on the right side of the home page.  Under Free e-book you 

should see the latest liturgical calendar.  By subscribing you can download and get a wealth of information 

for each day. I love this calendar because it goes above and beyond the basics and gives you activities, 

other resources, and even recipes that work well with various feast days.  Click HERE. 

Step 2:  The Personal Pilgrimage self-evaluation 

a. What is your commitment level?  Ask yourself some questions about capabilities and limitations. 

• How much time can I devote to some additional spiritual resources each day/week/month?  Understand 

that you will be putting together a calendar that adds in activities of a spiritual or faith-centric nature so 

you’ll want to be sure that you actually have the time to devote and adjust accordingly. 

• Do I have access to internet?  If you don’t, you’ll be more limited but don’t be discouraged! 

• Do I have anyone that can assist me in either my searching or planning or ‘traveling’? If you don’t have 

internet, maybe you have a friend or family member that can help pull together resources for you. 

https://www.catholicextension.org/
https://www.catholicculture.org/


• Do I tend to over plan or under plan?  Self-Awareness is key!  If you know that you tend to bite off more 

than you can chew, scale it back a bit and start small.  Better to ‘add-on’ later rather than get frustrated! 

• Am I able to do a little bit of travelling locally? Sometimes your searching and planning will lead you to 

local resources (places you can visit) but is this feasible? Can you drive? Is it safe to be out in public? 

b. Once you’ve considered how much you’d like to try and what you have access to, it’s time to make a plan.  

Remember, you’ll want to start simple the first time out of the gate and see how it goes. You can always adjust 

later.  For now, print out (or pull out) your calendar for the NEXT, upcoming month.  You want to be able to 

write on it! 

Step 3: Make your PLAN 

a. Look at your calendar and the saints, events, feasts, named on those days.  Ask yourself a few questions and 

circle what appeals to you most on your calendar – pick 2 or 3 days: 

• Do any of these items spark my curiosity? (Do you want to learn more about a saint or investigate a feast 

day you don’t know much about?) 

• Do I already know about some of these saints and have a favorite or two this month that I’d like to 

celebrate? 

• Your calendar would, at this point, look like THIS. 

 

b. Cross off days that don’t work! If you know that there are certain days that are too busy, have other 

commitments, or that you prefer to NOT have extras on your to-do list, cross them off right now before you 

start planning.  This will help you avoid frustration down the road.  So for example, if Mondays are always long 

work days for you, cross them off! Why make Mondays more miserable than they already are! 

c. Now that you have days crossed off and one or a few topics to focus on – you are ready to do a quick deep 

dive into your topic(s).  Do a ten minute bit of research on each of your topics.  Look in your books.  Look on 

the internet.  See what you find.  Are there items that might be interesting to investigate during your 



pilgrimage? Bookmark them or make a list so that you can refer back to them when the time comes.  Visit 

maps, tourism websites, biographies, look for movies, relics, what’s nearby, free books and articles! 

d. Set some goals:  Based on your self-evaluation, determine whether your mini-pilgrimage(s) for the month will 

last a single day, a few days / weekend, or longer.  Remember, you don’t want to overdo it and get frustrated 

so be realistic!  Also ask yourself how many of the days you circled are realistic. Is it best to focus on one topic 

or can you do more throughout the month? You already did some research, so maybe one can be a longer 

pilgrimage, but the other didn’t offer much and would only be appropriate for a day or two.  Now is the time 

to refer to your research list and plug items in on your calendar leading up to each date you selected, for as 

long as you selected.  Your calendar may shape up to look something like THIS.  

 

For this calendar month I eliminated my other topics and decided to take a long look at Sts. Thomas More and Bishop 

John Fisher.  Two of my favorites. 

The possibilities are endless!  Note that there is an item to look at each day, whether it’s a book to read, virtually 

visiting some locations online, praying prayers that were important to these two saints, watching a video, cooking a 

British meal, or even visiting a parish named for the saint.  Those are just a few examples.  But all are ways to immerse 

ourselves into the Liturgical Calendar in a way that brings elements of our Faith front and center for investigation, 

contemplation, and reflection.   

You may opt to make your calendar a bit more customized with more days to focus on, specific days off, and other 

sorts of routines.  Below is an example calendar for the  month of November that incorporates days off, a holiday, a 

them for a week and two shorter, single day pilgrimages. 

 



 

There are a few items about this calendar that are worth noting.  First, many ancient and modern sites have the ability to 

let you get a 360-degree view.  These are amazing! Watch for them in your searches.  Also, when you consult a map, I 

recommend Google, you might be alerted to things ‘nearby’ on the map that you can fit into your pilgrimage.  In this 

instance, building toward the feast day for the Dedication of the Lateran Basilica, I discovered that the “Holy Stairs” were 

right across the street!  Which then led to the discovery of the replica in the Strip District, which is an easy drive for me –

without going to Rome!    You should also note that for my day honoring St. Catherine of Alexandria, I planned nothing 

other than contemplation of artwork.  And I can do that in a lot of ways, while praying, or even on a more studious level, 

depending on interest.  And finally, knowing how chaotic Thanksgiving usually is, note that I crossed off days, knowing I’d 

be stressed already, so that I wouldn’t run the risk of my joyful pilgrimages feeling like a burden. 

Final Tips: 

a. Remember that a liturgical calendar can facilitate these pilgrimages for DECADES, without repeating. 

b. Always remember that FAITH is the priority and each day’s topic or task should reflect that. 

c. Be willing to do the planning and the research.  It may take you a bit of time but is well worthwhile and will 

SAVE you time as you get into each pilgrimage because your plan has already been mapped out! 

d. Make it multi-modal. It doesn’t just have to be ONLY books, or ONLY websites, or ONLY prayers.  Mix it up and 

remember to include the resources that maybe are recommended to you on the online calendars! 

e. And finally, let the HOLY SPIRIT guide you, remembering that JOY is spiritual.  And he will guide you.  Be open 

to his prompting.  You don’t need to be rigid in your plans and if you are willing to broaden your horizons 

when inspired, there’s no telling where your journey will take you and where you’ll end up!  

Don’t be afraid to make your sojourn, even if only from your settee.  Joy is goal and can be your result. 


